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Turnaround Management Association (TMA) is the only international organisation that allows you to build your personal
brand and develop your professional network in a resource-rich organisation that boasts the most diverse group of
professionals in the turnaround, restructuring, and corporate health space. No matter what time of year, partnering with TMA
Europe can help you connect with the entire turnaround and restructuring ecosystem in a myriad of ways. Want to
collaborate? Whatever your branding goals, TMA Europe can provide custom sponsorship packages that help you get in front
of the right audience at the right time.

Our Partnerships are designed to give you
visibility and exposure across TMA Europe’s
diverse community and connect you with key
decision-makers, increase brand exposure and
raise your corporate profile.

MEMBERS:

Packages are designed to create opportunities
for different sized companies and to suit a
cross-section of budgets.

CHAPTERS WORLDWIDE:

TMA Europe has proven time and again that its
members are diverse, engaged and enthusiastic
community participants. Nowhere else can you
access the entire supply chain of turnaround
professionals at once, and nowhere else will
you find a more loyal or engaged audience.

SOCIAL MEDIA:

Nearly 1,500 European members and
10,000 active members worldwide

54 Chapters including 12 in Europe

TMA has 20,000+ followers

WHO ARE TMA MEMBERS?
•

43% - Turnaround practitioners who consult
with or participate in helping troubled
companies in the recovery process, including
interim corporate managers, financial and
operating advisors, accountants

•

20% - Lawyers

•

14% - Lenders and bankers/workout officers

•

3% - Investors, including equity investors,
investment bankers, venture capitalists

•

20% - Other related professionals, including
receivers, appraisers, trustees,
auctioneers/liquidators, factors,
academics/students, government/judges, and
recruiters

2022 TMA EUROPE PARTNERSHIP PROSPECTUS
If interested in becoming a TMA Europe partner, please contact Helen Jacobi, General Manager, TMA Europe at hjacobi@turnaround.org.

The last two years have seen phenomenal challenges and the year
ahead will undoubtedly give rise to more. For TMA, an organisation
that prides itself on its exceptional educational and networking
opportunities, the inability to meet face to face has been a particular
challenge. But TMA members are well versed in quickly reacting to
changing circumstances and the pivot to a variety of online events
was swift and successful.

Leading through crisis is no easy task, but lead we have the past two year.
We were unafraid to face the challenges before us and in an extraordinary
pivot with purpose created opportunities that set the standard for
providing premium value to our nearly 10,000 worldwide members in a
largely virtual environment.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic we took bold action to ensure that
our members had access to the full global network of TMA professionals
and that opportunities to connect, learn, and share trends and best
practices were plentiful. In fact, while we weren’t able to gather in person
for events and conferences, TMA members have had more opportunities to connect over the
past 24 months than ever before showing how we are #BetterTogether as we pave the way to
#TMATomorrow.
As a result of the impact we made, TMA saw an 8% rise in membership and greater exposure
and notoriety for our partner firms. Those partners who supported TMA through our pivot with
purpose saw the value of their partnerships grow. Those partners new to the TMA big tent were
promised value that we delivered on like no other organization could.
I would like to personally invite you to join our robust network of TMA partners who will play a
critical role in #TMATomorrow. With exposure to the most professionally diverse group of
professionals in the corporate restructuring space, there is no other place where your brand
will receive as much value as it will through TMA.
Please consider one of the many innovative opportunities we offer that will afford you the
opportunity to impact this organization and our profession during the most critical time we’ve
experienced since the founding of TMA. No matter what happens next, this is certain: the next
year will befull of tremendous opportunities supported by the excitement and innovation ofTMA.
We’d love to have you join us for the journey ahead so you too can experience the rewards of
#TMATomorrow.
Warm regards,

Within Europe, numerous events have taken place at chapter and European level. These
have ranged from the purely social to the purely educational and everything in between.
At the European level we have been able to run our annual conference online and
develop a programme of shorter online events. All this has enabled many more events to
be held than would have been face to face and with increased attendance. In addition,
our own learning curve and the increasing sophistication of online platforms is enabling us
to improve the quality and variety of our events all the time.
I have been privileged to attend many TMA events all around the world via these online
platforms. Events that I would never have been able to go to in person. Whilst we all miss
face to face contact, the online experience does open up other opportunities. Indeed, the
first transatlantic chapter to chapter networking event between the UK and Toronto
chapters will take place in March.
I have been in the TMA for 17 years and am hugely impressed by the breadth and depth of
our membership. An organisation that brings together the broad skill sets of people involved
in all aspects of turnaround work provides much greater opportunities for internationally
focused education and productive networking than narrow interest groups. We welcome
everybody and the numerous companies they work for. We are proud and grateful to have
been supported by many of them over the years. The opportunity to extend that support
through partnering with us on the upcoming programme of online events and showcase
your business to that diverse membership is one I hope will be of interest. TMA is the only
true pan-European organisation dedicated to all aspects of corporate renewal. I hope to
see you at an online event soon, or maybe a face to face event later in the year.

Best regards,
Scott Y. Stuart, Esq.
TMA Global CEO | @TMA_CEO

David Bryan
TMA Europe, President
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2022 TMA EUROPE EAST EUROPEAN SUMMIT
Attracting turnaround practitioners and professionals from across Europe. An event experience comprising of high-level industry expertise, thought
leadership, case studies, connections and concluding with a celebratory networking reception.
2022 East European Summit – 13th & 14th September (provisional) | Bucharest
Looking for something different?
Contact us to discuss your sponsorship ideas and we will create a bespoke opportunity for you.

Platinum

Gold

Silver

4 available

3 available

2 available

6

3

1

Yes - top tier

Yes - mid tier

Yes - low tier

Yes

-

-

Sponsor recognition in waiting rooms, presentations and/or onsite event signage

Yes - top tier

Yes - mid tier

Yes - low tier

Attendee list with contact name/company/email sent prior to and after the event
Attendees may choose to opt-out of a list at the time of registration

Yes

Yes

Yes

Social media banners will be created to thank you for your support
TMA Europe will share these on social media during the Summit

Yes

Yes

Yes

£1,500

£1,000

£500

# Complimentary Registrations to the Summit
Sponsor recognition prominently positioned on event page and recognition throughout duration of event
marketing campaign
Includes sponsorship of one session, based on availability

Price

Prices exclude VAT. VAT will be charged in accordance with EU rules
Speaking opportunities maybe available – contact us to enquire
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